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Fig1: Myself amid a field of Asiatic Primulas; Primula secundiflora and Primula sikkimensis. 
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Foreword: Following In the Footsteps of the Plant 
Hunters; Why Yunnan? 
I feel that it is important to explain my reasons for wanting to travel to China’s 
Yunnan province and to briefly explain Yunnan’s importance to the horticultural 
world. Any person who has studied horticulture will most certainly be familiar 
with many of the plants that hail from this fascinating region. Plants such as 
Meconopsis baileyi (betonicifolia of hort.), many different species of Primula, truly 
fine species of Lilium and the related Cardiocrinum giganteum var. Yunannensis as 
well as many of our finest trees and shrubs (Prunus serrula, flowering dogwoods 
to name but a few) all hail from this fascinating region and these plants are all 
greatly sought after in our gardens in Britain. 

In my work, I am a gardener at The National Trust for Scotland’s Inverewe Garden 
in the North West Highlands of Scotland. I maintain and develop an area of about 
2-3 acres within the wider garden and this area comprises different sub-areas of 
Rock Garden, ornamental lawn and herbaceous elements, a shrubbery referred to 
as America and a section of the wider woodland which contains many of 
Inverewe’s most prized trees and shrubs. I am also the custodian of Inverewe’s 
Meconopsis collection, a collection which comprises mostly the ‘Big Perennial  
Blue Types’, cultivated forms of Meconopsis that Scottish gardens are well 
renowned for growing and an aspect of my job that I am deeply proud of. 

Many of the plants that I am responsible for, that I plant and lovingly tend are 
plants that were, at some point collected in China’s Yunnan province by the many 
intrepid plants-persons and explorers that have been visiting the region for the 
past two hundred or so years. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
there were a great number of explorers of differing nationalities, who, after 
concessions which followed the Sino-British Treaty of Tientsin, were allowed 
unhindered access to the remote region of Yunnan, though for many it did indeed 
prove fatal. The intrepid Russian explorers were some of the first to access China, 
Carl Johann Maximowicz explored north-eastern China entering through 
Manchuria around 1854. Nicolai Przewalski (from whom plants such as Ligularia 
przewalskii and Salvia przewalskii get their binomial name) explored much of 
Northern China and these collectors collected herbarium specimens for the 
Imperial Botanic Garden of St Petersburg and the duplicates they prepared were 
shared with the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew, which paved the way for future 
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botanical expeditions. However the Russian explorers did not reach Yunnan 
province. 

The first foreigners to reach the region who are associated with Yunnan’s amazing 
flora and fauna were the Protestant and Roman Catholic missionaries whose 
expeditions were funded by churches in Europe to help spread the message of 
Christianity to the more remote and inhospitable parts of China. Many of these 
missionaries became interested with China’s plants and animals and they were 
some of the first Europeans to describe Yunnan’s flora and fauna. Missionaries 
such as Jean Pierre Armand David, after whom the Handkerchief Tree; Davidia 
involucrata is named, and the even more eminent Jean-Marie Delavay, who was 
the first European to describe Meconopsis baileyi and introduced popular garden 
plants such as Deutzia discolor, laid much of the groundwork for the later plant 
hunters who were to travel there. 

After much of the works of these French missionaries were published and made 
available to eminent figures in botany and horticulture, in Britain the collections 
and discoveries of the French missionaries caused a great stir among those at the 
forefront of botanical knowledge. The planthunters from Britain set about 
following in the footsteps of their French predecessors and it is to these 
planthunters that we owe gratitude for the introduction of many of our finest 
garden plants. Planthunters such as Ernest Henry Wilson (sometimes referred to 
as Ernest Henry “Chinese” Wilson), the Scotsman George Forrest and Frank 
Kingdon-Ward (after whom I took great pleasure in following as he was born in 
Manchester, not far from my native Blackburn) all travelled to Yunnan and its 
neighbouring provinces to collect plants from the extraordinarily rich flora found 
there. The planthunters often endured great hardships and through their 
endeavours they introduced countless hundreds of popular garden plants to 
Britain, and in their day acquired cult celebrity status as the great explorers of 
their day. 

It is in the footsteps of these planthunters that I wanted to follow and importantly 
for me I wanted to see their introductions in their natural habitat to gain a 
valuable insight into the conditions that they grow in in the wild. 

Day 1- Arrival in China 
The journey to Kunming turned out to be a rather long, drawn out affair, certainly 
for me as I had to travel from Inverness to London. I travelled down on the bus 
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overnight and arrived in London at 7:30 am, which, given that the flight didn’t 
depart until 5:35 pm, gave me a lot of time to kill. I decided to take a stroll round 
the city centre and went to have a brief look at Buckingham Palace. The folks who 
maintain the grounds there were in the process of planting out their bedding 
plants, from what I could see they were chiefly a rather regal red flowered form 
of Pelargonium. Eventually I boarded the flight, a flight that lasted 10 hours, and 
arrived in Chengdu. This is where I met all of the members of the group and we 
were met by our local guide Tina. We then took another flight from Chengdu to 
Kunming. 

Arriving in Kunming opened my eyes to the dramatic climatic differences that can 
be experienced in Western China. Chengdu had been quite overcast and 
reasonably mild for the time of year whereas Kunming was a great deal sunnier 
and warmer. Driving through Kunming proved to be quite an eye-opener, the 
scale of the city itself was very impressive, and it was quite clear to see that most 
of the city’s development was pretty recent and this proved to be evident in many 
of the cities we visited in China. As a horticulturalist, something I did find 
intriguing was the development and planting of much of the green space in 
Kunming. The road side verges were all densely planted in the style inspired by 
Singapore’s municipal plantings, in a lot of cases with Bougainvilleas and other 
half-hardys as well as plants that we in Britain are familiar with such as Ligustrums 
and Berberis. There were also lots of impressive trees in these municipal planting 
schemes such as mature Magnolias, Gingkos, Cedrus deodara and Platanus 
orientalis to name but a few, and I later learned that these trees are often moved 
from nurseries in their mature states and planted straight out, a method that on 
the whole seemed to work though there was quite a bit of evidence of trees that 
hadn’t survived this transplanting. 

Day 2- Flight to Tengchong and tour of Heshun 
Village 
On the second day we flew again, this time to Tengchong which is close to the 
Yunnanese/Burmese (Myanmarese) border. Tengchong was somewhat 
contrasting to Kunming in that it was a less overtly modern city; in Tengchong 
there was less of the aforementioned municipal bedding schemes and the arable 
crops in the area were probably the most notable form of planting as they were 
planted in the terracing system that this part of Asia is famous for. The 
architecture of Tengchong was also very interesting as the modern buildings sat 
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alongside some of the more traditional examples of Chinese buildings (though I 
do think a lot of the buildings were modern recreations of old buildings as the 
locals probably find it cheaper to rebuild these old buildings rather than renovate 
them). 

 

 

Fig 2: The gates to the old town of Heshun. 
 

While in Tengchong we went for lunch in a Chinese restaurant in a lovely building 
in the old town district of Heshun. The meal itself was interesting for any gardener 
as one of the dishes we were served was the steamed flowers of          
Hemerocallis and another were stuffed lily bulbs (probably Lilium henryii, which is 
grown in the gardens at Inverewe). After this meal we went for a walk round 
Heshun which proved to be quite fruitful in terms of plants. While briefly stopping 
at the side a pool for a headcount before going into the old town, we spotted a 
plant, synonymous with this part of Asia: Nelumbo nucifera, the Lotus, though 
sadly while we were there it wasn’t in flower. We continued through the old town 
and briefly stopped to have a look at the site of the former Heshun library which 
sadly no longer contains any books. We then continued through the old town on a 
route which took us around a lake which had some very interesting plants around 
it. Planted right the way around the edge of the lake were a lot of specimens of 
the bamboo commonly used for scaffolding in China: the huge Phyllostachys 
heterocyla var. pubescens. There were also quite a number of different trees 
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including Catalpa fargesii, varying Prunus including P. persica and a fine example 
of a rather aged looking Cinnamon tree Cinnamomum camphora. 

 

 

Fig 3: Cinnamomum camphora 
 

After walking round this lake we went to a memorial garden that was planted to 
commemorate a battle in World War 2 in which 6000 Chinese soldiers and 
citizens and 16 American soldiers died liberating the region from the Japanese 
army. The garden itself had some pretty interesting plants such as some large 
specimens of trees that I was familiar with from Inverewe; Cryptomeria japonica 
as well as a number of tall tree ferns; Cyathea dealbata. In a planter and in some 
of the trees we did also see our first Orchids; Cymbidium lowianum which our 
tour guide and orchid expert Philip Cribb was keen to point out. In the centre of 
this memorial garden was a large burial mound with 6000 grave stones set in it 
which was completely planted with Ophiopogon bodineiri. Despite the sombre 
feel to the garden it was very nice and clearly well maintained. 

After the memorial garden we made another stop at a local sightseeing spot. We 
visited a naturally occurring waterfall that was almost in the middle of Tengchong. 
It was also, unexpectedly, a good place for seeing plants. The usual bamboos were 
ever present but one of the feeding rivers of the waterfall played host to a colony 
of Buddleja, probably Buddleja davidii, the first we saw on our trip though sadly 
not in flower. We also saw what was, for me, the best plant of the day, a truly fine 
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member of the Araliaceae and a plant I was familiar with from Inverewe: 
Kalopanax septemlobus though it could also have been Kalopanax pictus. It was 
interesting to see it growing here because it was growing in a place where 
Bougainvillea was thriving, it seemed to like its conditions and yet Kalopanax also 
seems to thrive at Inverewe in the highlands, a place where Bougainvillea may 
not. I also managed to see some of Yunnan’s local wildlife on this part of the trip, 
a squirrel somewhat akin to the grey squirrels one sees in the British Isles darted 
out along a branch in front of me as I walking down a flight of steps. 

Day 3- Langyahan Shan, Myanmarese (Burmese) 
Border 
On the third day we really started to get a good taste of the Chinese flora. We 
drove quite a way from the hotel to the hills where we would be botanising and 
the drive itself proved to be quite an eye opener. The difference between the 
living conditions of the local Li-Siu inhabitants was quite different to those to be 
found in the city of Tengchong. The villages in which the Li-Siu peoples lived 
seemed a lot less modernised and the inhabitants clearly had much more of a 
dependence on the land. One of the local industries made it-self apparent as we 
drove through villages before ascending the hills and that industry was logging. 
The size of some of the logs that were being processed in some of the yards were 
truly huge, much bigger than any of the trees we had yet seen at the side of the 
roads. The eventual fate of some of these logs also became apparent as some of 
the shops in villages were making the root plates into huge pieces of furniture, an 
example of which could be found in the hotel in which we were staying. 
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Fig 4: One of the logging yards close to the Myanmarese border. Whether these logs had come from 
Myanmar or whether they were extracted locally it isn’t easy to say but they were clearly mature trees. 

Having driven through these villages we started to climb into the hills that sat 
between south-western Yunnan and Myanmar. The hill we drove up was called 
Langyahan Shan, Shan being the local word for mountain and the road we were 
on backed up this name. Aside from the extreme bumpiness of the road, some 
parts of the road proved to be quite precipitous though the views of the hills and 
down the rivers were quite lovely. At our first road-side stop we had a quick walk 
around and managed to espy quite a few note-worthy plants. Immediately at the 
side of the road where we parked was a truly fine example of Rosa multiflora 
which was smothering its host tree. Slightly further up the road on the opposite 
side we spotted a fine example of, for me, one of the plants of the day: Lilium 
brownii with its large white trumpet flowers. Some of the group had to scale the 
steep incline (including myself) to get a picture of this wonderful plant and getting 
there proved to be worth it as we also spotted one of the first examples of 
Arisaema; A. consanguineum another fine plant. The site where these plants were 
growing was quite interesting for anyone who would hope to grow them as the 
bank seemed very steep, the soil sandy and prone to land-slip, and it would be 
these conditions that one would hope to replicate if attempting to grow them. 
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Fig 5: Lilium brownii 
 

On returning back down the slope we spotted another fine plant that is greatly 
coveted by many gardeners, and in cultivation usually quite pricy: Benthamidia 
capitata (known to most gardeners as Cornus capitata). The specimen we saw 
first only had a few bracts and yet it was still a delight to see it. We got back on 
the bus and parked a little bit further up the road and from here we walked up 
the road stopping at numerous places to botanise. A little bit further up the road 
we saw another example of Benthamidia capitata this one absolutely festooned 
with flowers, again it was growing near to Lilium brownii and it seemed to relish 
the banks of the stream it was growing in; it later became apparent that these are 
the conditions in which they like to grow. 
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Fig 6: Benthamidia capitata syn. Cornus capitata. 
 

Further up the path we came to encounter a number of different species of plants 
and we were finding something new nearly every 30 yards or so. In some of the 
woodland at the side of the road we spotted yet more Arisaemas; A. erubescens 
and A. yunnanense. Further on we spotted fine examples of Hydrangeas at their 
peak flowering time, these were H. heteromalla and H. acuminata both of which 
had lovely white infloresences with a slight purple colouration. At the side of the 
road we spotted a nice herbaceous plant and to me a new genus; Vincetoxicum 
forrestii with yellow flowers that were quite inconspicuous but pretty 
nonetheless. We also saw a plant from a genus that we were going to see quite a 
lot of on the trip; Anemone, here A. rivularis which had a nice star-like white 
flower and seemed to be relishing its home in a rather impoverished looking soil 
in a patch that looked like it had been grazed. On the way back down the hill we 
did see a truly wild orchid, this one epiphytic and quite difficult to spot. The orchid 
was a form of bulbophyllum and it was in flower, many of the epiphytic orchids  
we saw were not in flower. 

Day 4- Gaoligong Shan, East of Qu Shi Town 
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Day 4 proved to have a pretty peculiar start as we were forced to change our 
itinerary around slightly. We were heading to our original destination when a 
local on a motorcycle started to guide us on our way and then decided that it 
would be better if we first went to the local sheriff’s office to seek permission for 
our intended journey. The local sheriff didn’t grant us permission, but not be 
perturbed we decided to switch round two days from the itinerary and we 
headed to a different part of the Gaoligong Shan nature reserve. The climb up the 
mountain where we were to be botanising was also a good drive as it took in 
some lovely rural parts of China where there were plenty of paddy fields and fine 
examples of the scaffolding bamboos as well as large banana plants (Musa sp.). 
When we got to the visitor centre the view made the extended journey 
worthwhile. In the courtyard of the visitor centre was a raised platform, 
somewhat akin to a sentry post, that, at an altitude of about 2800m gave 
commanding views of south-western Yunnan. The forest in which we went 
botanising was really rather diverse and there were quite a mix of plants that one 
would expect in a temperate forest and plants that would seem more at home in 
a slightly more subtropical forest. That effects of the monsoon here, in that sense 
were quite apparent. 

After we had lunch we started to walk into the forest itself on an access road used 
by 4x4 vehicles. The trees that we started to see really illustrated the diversity of 
the forest itself, with a number of genera present; trees such as Betula alnoides, 
Castanea cathayana and Manglietia hookeri rubbed shoulders with Catalpa ovata 
and choice shrubs such Mahonia lomarifolia and Aralia elata. 
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Fig 7: The view from the visitor centre. 
 

As we ventured further up the track we started to spot more of the herbaceous 
elements. We saw more examples of Arisaema erubescens and A. consanguineum 
as well as two rather fine species of Impatiens; I. arguta and I. sicula. While 
walking up the path we came across a few examples of a seemingly crude but no 
doubt effective form of beehive where the hives were made using what I assumed 
were hollowed out logs. In one place where there were a number of these hives 
the keepers had set up a bamboo ‘bear-scarer’ that filled with water until 
weighted in such a way that it tipped, released the water and made a hollow 
sound in doing so. There was also another sign of human activity in the forest in 
the form of Cautleya grandis that was planted as a forest crop and was flowering, 
its yellow ginger-like flowers being borne at the base of the tall leaves from 
whence it gets the epithet grandis. We also spotted a lovely dark purple flowered 
form of Disporum cantoniense and further along the path a plant from the same 
species with a paler yellowy green coloured flower with a touch of purple to the 
petal margins. One of the highlights of the walk was Aeschynanthus linearifolia, a 
flowering epiphyte growing at the side of a waterfall where it received the 
benefits of the spray, which had lovely dark green leaves with a tubular red 
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flower. 

 

Fig 8: Aeschyanthus linearifolia 
 

On the walk out of this forest I did get a chance to see the Black Giant Squirrel 
(Ratufa bicolour) which at slightly over a metre is the world’s largest, a brilliant 
sighting of one the gems of the south-eastern Asian fauna. 

Day 5- Datang, Gaoligong Shan 
On the fifth day of the tour we managed to get permission granted to travel to  
the part of the Gaoligong Shan range where we had intended to go the previous 
day. It proved to be worth the wait as we were following in the footsteps of 
George Forrest and travelling up a river to see a Rhododendron that George 
Forrest himself collected seed from; Rhododendron protistum var. giganteum- a 
large leaved species of Rhoddy that is grown at Inverewe. Our goal in mind we set 
off on what proved to be a relatively tough walk at roughly 5km on paths that 
criss-crossed the river and required the traversal of mature fallen trees. We 
parked the bus at the gate that had been built by the authorities of the Nature 
Reserve and immediately spotted a floral gem; the bamboo Iris- Iris confusa which 
had a lovely pale blue, almost white flower with ruffled petal margins. We started 
the trek and set off up the trail through the forest and started spotting garden 
worthy plants from the outset. A little more than a hundred yards up the path one 
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of the group spotted a lovely yellow flowered orchid; Galleola lindleyana a myco- 
heterotrophic (parasitizes fungi) orchid. Across the river bank from the path we 
were walking on grew a plant that I had become familiar with as there are a 
number of specimens growing at Inverewe; Shefflera delavayi, only the specimen 
we saw was roughly 20ft tall to the Inverewe specimens 3ft. Further up the trail 
we started to see close relatives of the Shefflera; Aralias and the species we saw 
(which unfortunately we didn’t get a name for) had truly magnificent leaves 
palmate leaves that in my opinion would really suit being grown at Inverewe. 

 

 

Fig 9: The unidentified species of Aralia. Note the remarkable division roughly halfway down the midrib 
of each of the lobes. 

While walking further up the trail me and my room-mate for the tour Rob 
Champier-Clarke spotted a snake that crossed our path though sadly it was 
moving too fast to photograph. There were some magnificent trees and shrubs in 
the forest we were walking in; Mahonia lomarifolia, Acer capadocicum 
var.sinicum, Acer davidii, Ilex nothofagifolius to name but a few. We were also 
greeted at one point of the trail by a fantastic example of inosculation, by far and 
away the best I have ever seen where one tree had, at some point fallen into 
another and the two had started to grow as one, a remarkable example of a 
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naturally occurring graft. When considering that the two trees were quite aged, 
and that George Forrest had been this way it could well be possible that he 
himself saw the same sight. 

 

 

Fig 10: A remarkable example of inosculation. 
 

Further on we started seeing lots of example of plants that any gardener in Britain 
would be familiar with, Corydalis grew here in large clumps and there were lots of 
examples of Persicaria campanulata growing at the path edges as well as a lot of 
fine forms of Impatiens. At one point on the path I had to stop suddenly as I 
spotted some white flowers that I was familiar with; the flowers of 
Trachleospermum jasminoides which was trailing its way through some of the 
trees over head. 

After about an hour’s walk we started to come across some of the first examples 
of Rhododendron protistum var. giganteum though most were mere saplings. 
When we finally got our goal, the fabled Rhododendron did not disappoint. 
Unfortunately it proved too large (and too well fenced off by the wardens of the 
Reserve) to photograph properly so my description of it being about the same size 
as a mature beech tree in Britain is, sadly, the best I can offer on that front. There 
was however another large example from a different genus that I did manage to 
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photograph growing at the foot of the Rhoddy. That plant was Arisaema utile 
which has remarkably large leaves which really dwarf most other species. Again 
this would be a plant that would suit the planting ethos of Inverewe, though it 
would have to be grown in a position that drains well as the winters in this part of 
China are usually quite dry, January being the driest month. When we arrived 
back at the bus we also spotted an example of Cardiocrinum giganteum var. 
yunnanense, a plant that I had greatly wanted to see, though it wasn’t in flower, I 
was still pleased that I had seen it. 

 
Fig11: The huge Arisaema utile with the local guide who accompanied us on the trek 

 
 
 

Day 6- Tengchong to Dali and the Three Pagodas of 
Chongsheng Temple. 
The sixth day gave a little respite from botanising as we transferred from 
Tengchong to Dali, a drive that took about four hours in which we crossed over 
both the Nu Jiang (Salween) and the Mekong rivers, two of the three parallel 
rivers that lend their name to this area and carve the steep ravines that make the 
landscape so remarkable. Upon arrival at Dali we had a brief stop and then went 
to view a local landmark, the Three Pagodas of Chongsheng Temple that was 
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partly responsible for bringing one of Dali’s main industries; tourism. The temple 
proved to be very interesting; they are situated at the eastern foot of the tenth 
peak of the Cangshan Mountains and face the west shore of the Erhai Lake (Erhai 
apparently translating as Ear Lake, Er being ear and Hai being lake). The three 
pagodas have stood at Chongsheng for more than a thousand years, the oldest 
Pagoda, the central one named Qianxun, reputedly built during the years 
spanning from 823-840 AD by King Quan Fengyou, the other two sibling pagodas, 
built about one hundred years later. The pagodas themselves have reputedly 
withstood at least three earthquakes in their long lives and have also withstood a 
number of manmade catastrophes; the original monastery The Chong Shen 
Monastery that was built on the site burnt down in a fire during the rule of the 
Qing Dynasty. 

 

 

Fig 11: The Three Pagodas. 
 
 
 

One of the aspects that I found interesting about the temple was the way the 
gardens were laid out. The gardens and some of the buildings on the site were 
quite clearly recent redevelopments but they may have followed, in some loose 
way, the original layout of the grounds. Either way the grounds were laid out in 
way that for me almost evoked the design of European gardens of the renaissance 
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era, with bold lines and strong vistas, maybe this was intentional but there was 
certainly a very Chinese feel to some of the hard landscaping elements. 

 

 

Fig 12: View of one of the redeveloped buildings of the Chengshong Temple and the surrounding formal 
gardens. 

 

Day 7- Summit of Cangshan Mountain near Dali. 
The seventh day was a day that proved to be particularly fruitful in terms of plant 
sightings. We took cable cars from the foot of the mountain to the summit which 
proved to be a great leg saver; hiking up the mountain would have taken a 
considerable amount of time as the mountain rises straight up from the plains 
where Dali sits. Travelling up the mountains on the cable cars also made the 
zonation at different levels dramatically apparent. The change from broadleaved 
woodland to coniferous woodland and eventually the ericoid zone was clearly 
visible, as we approached the summit the tree that started to dominate was the 
beautiful Abies delavayi which alongside flowering Rhododendron lacteum and 
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Rhododendron taliense looked particularly spectacular. When we reached the 
summit and the left the cable cars we were on a walkway which took us through 
the rich alpine meadows that Cangshan is noted for. The incredibly diverse flora 
on the summit was first scientifically documented by the French missionary Pierre 
Jean Marie Delavay in 1882 and it was a pleasure to follow in his footsteps. The 
walkway we were on sat above the 3,500m mark and was at the top of the tree 
line, a short walk along and we started to see some remarkable plants. Primulas, 
one of the genera I had come to see were abundant here and we were 
immediately greeted by carpets of yellow Primula sikkimensis alongside beauties 
such as purple Primula amethystina, Primula caliantha and Primula bella. Much of 
the meadows were carpeted blue and yellow by the flowers of Hackelia uncinata 
and Draba oreades, both of which were new flowers to me yet were so abundant 
and provided most of the colour of the meadow. 

 

Fig 13: An example of the alpine meadow with yellow from Draba oreades, blue from Hackelia uncinata 
and dots of pink from Megacarpea delavayi. 
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Cangshan provided the first sighting of the magnificent Megacodon stylophorus 
which has a lovely yellow campanulate flower with a hint of green to it and would 
be well worth growing in the UK as later sightings on the trips proved that it didn’t 
seem particularly fussy in terms of where it liked to grow. For me the plant of the 
day was the beautiful pink brassica that stood proud of meadow and really caught 
the eye; Megacarpea delavayi which was another plant that I did not know about 
before embarking on this trip. While on Cangshan we also got the delight of 
seeing a few Avian beauties such as the Fire-Tailed Sunbird Aethopyga ignicauda, 
which had beautiful fiery orange feathers with a blue head and a beak that was 
shaped for eating nectar as well as insects and in that sense can be considered a 
sort of old world hummingbird. 

 

 

Fig 14: Close up of Megacarpea delavayi 
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Day 8- Dali to Zhongdian 
On day 8 we drove from Dali to Zhongdian, which was quite a long drive. We 
drove from the lower altitudes of Dali into the higher altitudes of the Zhongdian 
plateau through some stunning mountain scenery. At one point of our journey we 
passed the awe inspiring Jade Dragon Snow Mountain that unfortunately was 
largely covered in cloud. We started to ascend some of the deep mountain gorges 
where we passed some of the largest examples of Benthamidia capitata that we 
were to see on the trip, growing at the sides of rivers. One of the specimens must 
have been the size of mature field maple in the UK and was covered in flower. 
When we got to the top of the gorges we were ascending we reached a plateau 
which proved to be very rich in flora. We stopped at the side of a field that was 
managed for grazing and went for a short walk to observe the plants that were 
growing there. The number of plant species proved to be very numerous, and 
there were a number of species that we hadn’t yet seen. There were lots of 
examples of a lovely little bulbous Iris; Iris barbatula that were growing among a 
multitude of a lovely yellow plant called Euphorbia stracheyi. There were also lots 
of Incarvilleas; Incarvillea zhongdianensis and I. arguta as well as Erigeron 
breviscapus, a lovely blue Gentiana chungtienensis and for me, one of the finest 
plants Thermopsis barbata which had lovely deep red, almost black flowers. 

 
Fig 15: In the centre is Thermopsis barbata surrounded by Euphorbia stracheyi and Iris barbatula. 
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Further along this same road we came to another stop where had spotted 
another Iris, this time the larger Iris bulleyana which we were all familiar with as 
gardeners from the UK. It was growing alongside another beautiful yellow 
Euphorbia; Euphorbia jolkinii which stood about the same height, the two 
together making a great blue and yellow combination. 

 

Fig 16: Iris bulleyana and Euphorbia jolkinii 
 

Day 9- Shika Snow Mountain 
On day 9 we took cable cars to the top of Shika Snow Mountain and descended 
the mountain from the summit. It proved to be a truly awesome day as we saw 
the greatest diversity of plants we had yet seen because we were walking through 
a number of different habitats on our way down. When we got off the cable cars 
we were pretty much at the summit of the mountain, a height of 4449m and we 
were well and truly in the clouds. As with Cangshan we were on a boardwalk that 
had been made to keep people on a certain route, a feature that may appear to 
deface the hillside but in my opinion is a very good way of keeping people from 
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walking on the plants and compacting the soil. Immediately we started seeing lots 
of interesting plants. On the summit were a few examples of Primula; Primula 
chionantha var. sinopurpurea, P.nanobella and P. amethystina as well as 
Diapensia purpurea, Corydalis pachysentra and a number of different species of 
Rhododendrons including Rhododendron phaeochrysum which was in flower. 

 

Fig 17: A lovely mound of Diapensia purpurea. 
 

On our way down the mountain we bumped into a small herd of Yaks, one of 
which was a mother and her calf was following closely behind, a pleasant sight 
synonymous with this part of the world. A little further down from this Yak herd 
we came to the tree line where there were a great many Rhododendron 
phaeochrysums in flower. The top of the tree line also proved to be a great spot 
for spotting one of the genera that I had come to Yunnan to see Meconopsis, here 
Meconopsis sulphurea which has large, pale yellow flowers and is about the size 
of many of the ever popular ‘Big Blue’ types. As we travelled on into the trees we 
also came across different species of Primula such as Primula orbicularis, P. 
sonchifolia and P. deflexa. We also saw another type of Meconopsis here a lovely 
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monocarpic form; Mecnopsis lancifolia which was growing alongside Primula 
deflexa. 

 

Fig 18: Meconopsis lancifolia 
 

Where we stopped on the boardwalk we managed to spot a nice example of 
Corydalis pachypoda that was growing in a niche in the cliff edge where we were 
sitting. When we got to the bottom of the boardwalk we found ourselves in a 
forest clearing where there were a lot of Primula deflexa, P. orbicularis and 
Hackelia uncinata growing though they seemed to be staying close to shade 
provided by the forests edge. We were now starting to walk our way down a 
mountain valley where the species of trees started to change. We started to see 
examples of Quercus semecarpifolia and Populus rotundifolia alongside shrubs 
such as Deutzia zhongdianensis and Syringa yunnanensis. The examples of 
herbaceous plants we started to see also became more diverse. There were fine 
examples of Arisaema elephas, Rheum likiangense as well as examples of Primula 
secundiflora and Incarvillea mairei. One of the plants of the day for me we 
spotted on this section of the walk, that was Salvia flava which had lovely yellow 
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flowers with a pink lower petal and it was growing right beneath a Primula which 
we had not yet seen; Primula polyneura. 

 

Fig 19: Primula polyneura and Salvia flava. 
 

As we continued down this path we started to come to the bottom of the valley 
and into a meadow where Yaks were grazed. While leaving the forest we spotted 
some fine examples of a truly special plant Podophyllum hexandrum which varied 
greatly, some having pale pink flowers and very indistinct leaf markings, others 
having very dark pink flowers and strong leaf markings. The meadow in which we 
were now walking was covered in Rhododendron hippophaeoides which grew in 
much the same way that Heath grows in Britain. All in all day 9 proved to be a 
very fruitful day, if not a little tiring. 

Day 10-Tianchi Lake 
On day 14 we took off road vehicles into the mountains around Zhongdian and 
headed for Tianchi Lake. The journey towards Tianchi Lake itself was very good for 
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plants as we made a number of stops on the way. The first stop we made we saw 
some fine plants, growing at the side of the road. There was a sought after 
member of the Lily family Nomocharis aperta which had lovely pale pink flowers 
with darker pink markings towards the centre of the flower. We also saw 
Rodgersia aesculifolia, a common garden plant in the UK as well as Aquilegia 
rockii and the piece de resistance; Cypripediums. The two species of Cypripedium 
we saw were Cypripedium flavum and C. guttatum, C. flavum having quite large 
yellow flowers with red markings and C. guttatum having smaller white flowers 
with large reddish pink blotched markings. Where we found them they were 
growing with Androsace spinulifera and the three plants all looked wonderful 
together. 

 

Fig 20: Cypripedium flavum and Cypripedium guttatum. 
 

As we drove further up the road we started to see lots more plants growing in 
multitude. At many points at the side of the road we saw large swathes of Primula 
secundiflora and P. sikkimensis growing together. There were also lots of the 
plants we had been seeing on previous days such as Stellara chamaejasme, 
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Primula deflexa, Rheum likiangense etc. When we got to Tianchi Lake we were 
immediately stood among vast areas of Rhododendron impedetum which was in 
full flower and had the same ‘purpling’ effect that heath does on British  
moorland. It was under these small shrubs that we started to spot some 
interesting subjects. We found Lilium souliei which looked very much like a 
Fritillaria as it had a very dark red campanulate flower that drooped over in the 
same manner as Fritillaria. A short walk into some of the trees and shrubs growing 
near the lake and we started to find more interesting plants. We spotted a       
truly magnificent Rheum; Rheum alexandrae which is like a smaller R. nobile and 
really shone against its dark green backdrop. We started seeing yet more of the 
ever present Primulas. We also spotted a form of Fritillaria cirrhosa which, where 
we found it was present in two forms, one with petals that were a predominantly 
dark reddish purple with slight yellow markings, the other form with petals that 
were the opposite and looked very similar to the snakeshead fritillary F.  
meleagris. While we were walking around the lake we stumbled across a fine 
example of the Yunnanese fauna, a rather un-timid Asiatic Chipmunk (Eutamias 
sibiricus) that was eating from a discarded yoghurt pot and didn’t seem to mind 
having its picture taken. The journey back down from the lake also proved to be 
very good as well as we managed to spot a number of plants that we had not seen 
on the way up. We got our first sighting of a low growing herbaceous perennial 
Adonis brevistyla that was growing right up a shallow creek in large numbers. 
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Fig 21: Adonis brevistyla. 
 

Further down the track we also saw another form of monocarpic Meconopsis here 
Meconopsis racemosa which was growing in scree in a very thin soil which was 
mainly coniferous leaf mould over what looked like magnesian limestone. The 
variety of the flower colour of this species was interesting as some were pure sky 
blue, some a darker purple colour while some were more of a dark magenta 
though all forms were lovely. 

Day 11- Zhongdian to Hongshan 
On day 11 we travelled from Zhongdian (or Shangri-la as the city is now known) to 
the mountains around Hongshan. We were heading for a guesthouse in the 
mountains and would be stopping along the way to botanize. Driving along the 
road we saw a few examples of, for me, one of the finest Rhododendrons from  
the region and a Rhododendron that gets its name from the region;  
Rhododendron yunnanense. It was a plant that I had seen in flower at Inverewe 
the week before I left for China and to see it still flowering in its native range as 
well as in the garden where I work was very much a privilege. There were quite a 
few patches of it growing at the side of the road and they also partly solved a 
query that we at Inverewe had about the way it grows. In the garden it always 
seems to flower well at the expense of the leaves looking healthy, in Yunnan the 
same could be said and it became apparent that this is merely the way it grows. It 
flowers first and then the leaves start to grow after flowering has finished so the 
unhealthy appearance of the leaves is completely normal. Driving up the 
mountain pass, a pass that was very steep and precarious in places, we managed 
to see quite a number of different trees and shrubs. A tree that caught my eye 
and is a very popular tree in gardens (and rightly so) was Prunus serrula, here a 
mature specimen that was retaining the lovely bark for which it is grown. At first I 
mistook it for Acer griseum, another sought after tree for gardens, but I was 
corrected by Phillipe de Spoelberch, one of the members of the tour group who 
proved to be an invaluable source of information when it came to all things trees 
and shrubs. Further up the road and when we were reaching the edge of the tree 
line, we started to see some now familiar genera. We saw lots of examples of 
what appeared to be Meconopsis integrifolia but was actually Meconopsis 
lijianensis growing at the side of the road and of course many examples of 
Primula. Reaching the top of the pass also proved very good for plant content as it 
was our first example of true high altitude scree. We saw many of the cushion 
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forming alpines such as Solmslaubachia and Diapensia and we also got to see 
another example of Meconopsis, here Meconopsis lancifolia var. eximea which 
was growing out of a crevice in the rock. We also spotted a new genus and a very 
fine alpine; Cremanthodium decaisnei which had lovely delicate yellow petals. 

 

Fig 22: Cremanthodium decaisnei 
 

Further down the pass and back into the tree line we started to make more stops 
which were great in terms of plants. At one stop we headed in to a grove of 
Rhododendrons where we spotted one of the finest Primulas of the trip Primula 
boreiocalliantha which had large pale purple flowers borne on farinose stems. We 
also saw a few fine examples of the Chinese lantern lily Lilium lophophorum and 
another example of a new genus; Mandragora caulescens. Before we got the 
mountain guesthouse there were a number of new plants including a stunning 
patch of a different species of Iris; Iris chrysographes here a very dark purple 
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form. 

 

Fig 23: The beautiful Iris chrysographes 
 

Further down the track we spotted a form of a rather un-assuming but 
nonetheless pretty form of Salvia przewalskii. When we got to the guesthouse 
and unloaded our luggage we went for a stroll around the forest in which we 
were staying and spotted a few other beauties. We saw another form of Primula; 
Primula heucherifolia which had quite inconspicuous flowers but a very 
interesting leaf which, as its name suggests was very much akin to those of the 
genus Heuchera. At the side of the road there was a lovely form of Aster 
oreophilus which had nice deep purple flowers. We also managed to see a pretty 
little Roscoea tibetica which was no larger than 5cm. 

Day 12- Hongshan to Zhongdian 
On day 12 we travelled back the way we had come the previous day and saw 
many of the same plants. In that sense there was less for me to write about on 
this day for fear of repeating myself. 
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Day13- Baimashan (Zhongdian to Deqin) 
On day 13 we travelled to Deqin from Zhondian and were travelling through the 
Baimashan Mountain Range. It would prove to be the highest altitude we reached 
and so the plants we saw were very interesting. Driving into the mountain pass 
we would once again pass right through the different levels of forest and through 
the tree line and the plants we saw were to be different once again. The road was 
a long one that snaked its way up the mountain and we stopped at a few spots 
along the way to botanize. At one point we stopped at the side of the road where 
there seemed to have been a bit of a landslide previously and managed to spot a 
new species, this time Salvia digitaloides which had very nice sulphureous yellow 
flowers that as its name suggests were somewhat akin to those of Digitalis. We 
also saw a pale pink form of a Primula; Primula zambalensis. Further along the 
road we made a stop at a part of the road that was noted among botanists for the 
presence of Paraquilegia. In finding them we also spotted a few other alpine 
beauties such as a fine example of Ponerorchis chusua. When we found the 
Paraquilegias, here Paraquilegia microphylla they did not disappoint as they were 
at the peak of flowering and they were growing in rock niches where they were 
surrounded by a lovely white flowered Rhododendron primuliflorum. 

 

Fig 24: The beautiful and sought after Paraquilegia microphylla 
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At various stops along the way we also saw lots of fine alpine plants such as 
Androsace wardii which had lovely pink Primula like flowers, Pedicularis 
przewalskii which had large pink flowers that were quite typical of Pedicularis and 
small lilies such as Lilium euxanthum and the closely related Lilium lophophorum. 
Two plants that were also a delight to see were members of the Papillionaceae; 
Astragalus yunnanensis and Spongiocarpella, here Spongiocarpella yunnanensis 
and S. polystichoides. 

 

Fig 25: A new genus to me; Astragalus yunnanensis. 
 

Day 14- Baimashan (Deqin to Zhongdian) 
After a night at the Rainbow Hotel, a hotel that many of the group seemed glad to 
be leaving, Day 14 saw the return journey in the opposite direction we had come 
the previous day. We managed to stop in places where we had not stopped the 
previous day and we saw one or two gems that we had seen the previous day. 
Upon leaving Deqin we were lucky enough to get a rare break in the clouds which 
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allowed us to see the snow capped peaks of Meili Xue Shan. 

 

Fig 26: The peaks of Meili Xue Shan, a mountain the as yet remains officially unconquered. 
 

We stopped at the top of the pass and went for a long hike up the mountain to do 
a bit of botanizing and in doing so went to the highest altitude we had reached on 
the journey, a height of 5000m or about 16,400ft and the views of the mountains 
at this height were truly spectacular. The plants we saw were also equally 
spectacular. There were some great examples of Rhododendron phaeochrysum 
that had been shaped by the wind. Further up the mountain we started to see 
great examples of low growing alpines such as Bergenia purpurascens, Pedicularis 
oederi and densispica and Baimashania pulvinata which gets its name from this 
region. Going back down the mountain pass we got to see a few other great 
plants such as Meconopsis zhongdianensis as well as an interesting, though not 
particularly showy plant Ephedera likiangensis from whence we get the drug 
Ephedrine. Even further back down the pass and now back below the tree line we 
also managed to spot a plant that was a real treat to see growing in the wild and 
one that many gardeners are familiar with; Paeonia lutea which looked far better 
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here than it did in many gardens. 

 

Fig 27: Paeonia lutea growing at the side of the road. 
 

Day 15- Visit to Songzam Monastery. 
On day 15 we were given the choice of whether to visit the botanic garden at 
Napa Hai or to visit the monastery of Songzam. A tough decision to make I opted 
for the latter as I took the chance to see a little bit of the culture from this part of 
the world as it was the first time I had visited China and I thought I might not be 
coming back here any time soon. The visit to the monastery turned out to be very 
enjoyable as our guide was a local girl who explained the significance of different 
aspects of the monastery to us. The decoration of the monastery itself was 
fascinating as there were lots of colourful paintings depicting different stories 
from the Buddhist faith. The temple itself was very impressive as it was built at 
the side of a lake which acted to reflect the colourful monastery and its 
impressive gold roof. We also visited the home of a Tibetan family and got to see 
where all the family lived. The home itself was quite different to European 
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buildings in that there were no corridors and the kitchen and living area were all 
one, something that is becoming more popular in Europe nowadays. The day 
wasn’t completely plant free as we managed to spot a few familiar plants. 
Growing in the lake we saw Menyanthes trifoliata, a plant which also grows in 
Britain and that I have seen in the Highlands. There were also a few spots where 
Cannabis sativa grew at the side of the road, as this plant is a common weed here. 

 

Fig 27: The golden and highly ornate roof of the Songzam monastery. 
 

Days 16, 17 and 18 
The remaining days were used to fly back to the UK from China. We drove from 
Zhongdian to Lijiang where we stayed overnight. From there we flew to the 
sprawling metropolis of Chengdu and had a tour of parts of the city. From 
Chengdu we flew back to the UK. 
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Conclusion 
For me the trip to Yunnan proved to be very eye opening. Before I applied for the 
trip I was aware that Western China has a very rich flora but no amount of  
reading could have prepared me for the delightful plants that I saw on this once in 
a lifetime trip. As a gardener I was very aware of the expeditions made by the 
plant hunters nearly a hundred years ago and seeing the landscape they 
journeyed in and taking into account the lack of all the modern conveniences we 
have today it made their feats seem all the more impressive. The number genera 
that we saw that to me were new was awe inspiring and even more impressive 
when finding that many of these plants are still not in cultivation in UK. The trip 
was everything I hoped it would be and more and as an enthusiastic plants-person 
to follow in the footsteps of those who first explored the plants of this region 
made the trip really special. It was also great to be on this trip alongside other 
enthusiasts and professionals alike. Being joined by a former head gardener from 
Inverewe Dick Fulcher, as well as an eminent member of the Belgian and 
international Dendrological societies Phillipe de Spoelberch, the highly regarded 
botanist and tour leader Phillip Cribb and the two other horticulturists embarking 
on this journey Robert Champier-Clarke, a private estate gardener from 
Gloucestershire and Aimee Browning a gardener from Harlow Carr in Yorkshire 
proved to make the trip truly special. The guides we had on the trip proved to be 
indispensible and seemed to have every part of our journey covered and without 
them it would not have been the same. The trip was something that I will never 
forget and I hope in the future to go on similar expeditions to other parts of the 
world. 
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